PROGRAM TITLE: Making NERO-Safe Weapons

BRIEF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: NERO is a Dungeons & Dragons based Live Action Role Playing Game (LARP). Weapons are foam-covered PVC pipe with handles, electric tape, and decoration, as desired.

MATERIALS NEEDED:
PVC pipe, pre-cut to set lengths
3/8” Foam
Crazy Glue
Cording (for grip)
Electrical or duct tape
Sharp scissors
Gems (optional)

COST: < $100

PROGRAM PROCEDURE:
Have kids pre-register to make a dagger, short-sword or polearm
Have store pre-cut PVC to appropriate sizes
Demonstrate how to make weapons
After weapons are done, go outside for “combat”

USEFUL PLANNING RESOURCES FOR LIBRARIANS:
www.neromass.com
NERO rule book

RELATED MATERIALS FOR DISPLAY /RESOURCE LIST FOR TEENS:
Forgotten Realms Paperbook Series
Tolkien, Lord of the Rings

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
Can be done in a 3 hour session
With an assistant you can have up to 20 kids

CONTACT INFORMATION OF LIBRARIAN SUBMITTING PROGRAM:
Exeter Public Library
Exeter, NH
603-772-3101